
Blind Freddy continued 
– common errors when
aPPlying aasB 112 Income
Taxes

The original TiTle of This series was ‘Ten ways To maTerially missTaTe 
financial sTaTemenTs’, however iT has become very obvious ThaT 
There are far more Than Ten issues ThaT can Trip up accounTanTs 
when preparing financial sTaTemenTs. in This arTicle we Touch on 
‘blind freddy issues’ on deferred Tax.

When reviewing companies’ tax notes that reconcile the theoretical tax rate of 30 per cent to the 
actual effective tax rate, it is interesting to note how many errors occur from misapplying AAsb 112 
Income Taxes, and also the number of entities that are still trying to apply old AGAAp principles in 
respect of ‘permanent’ and ‘timing differences’.

Assuming the company does not operate in a jurisdiction with a tax rate below 30 per cent, and 
the entity is not bringing to account losses previously unrecognised, if AAsb 112 is being applied 
correctly, the effective tax rate should be slightly above 30 per cent. the reconciliation should 
certainly not include any ‘timing differences’ and ‘permanent differences’ but should be mainly 
limited to non-deductible expenses such as share-based payments, entertainment, fines, etc.

Common errors when applying AAsb 112 include: 
• Not recognising a deferred tax liability (DtL) for profits in an overseas associate
• Not recognising a DtL on profits in an overseas subsidiary when the group’s intention is to

repatriate these profits to Australia 
• Failing to recognise deferred tax on assets and liabilities acquired in a business combination
• Failing to recognise the deferred tax impact on compound financial instruments
• Forgetting to tax effect account inventory purchased from inter-company
• Failing to recognise DtL’s on revalued property or available-for-sale investments
• Failing to recognise DtL’s where interest is capitalised into a qualifying asset
• Failing to recognise deferred tax assets on equity raising costs.



remitting profits from overseas subsidiaries and associates
AAsb 112, paragraph 39, contains an exemption from recognising the tax 
impacts of remitting profits from overseas subsidiaries, associates and 
joint ventures. this exemption only applies when:
• the parent can control whether a dividend is paid
• It is probable that a dividend will not be paid by the overseas entity in

the foreseeable future. 

therefore in the case of an overseas associate (where the entity does not 
have control or joint control) deferred tax liabilities should be recognised 
in respect to the impact of exchange rates and the impact of taxation 
differentials between the overseas jurisdiction and Australia.

It is also important to recognise that the exemption only applies when it 
is probable that dividends will not flow in the foreseeable future. thus, if 
it is the intention to remit dividends back to Australia in the foreseeable 
future, deferred tax should be recognised.

failing to recognise deferred tax on assets and liabilities acquired in a 
business combination
AAsb 112 also contains a significant exemption to recognising deferred 
tax liabilities when circumstances arise upon acquisition of an asset 
such that its tax base is different from its carrying value. this is known 
as the ‘initial recognition’ exemption, typically applying to acquisition 
of expensive motor vehicles. this ‘initial recognition’ exemption does 
NOt apply when assets other than goodwill are acquired in a business 
combination.

Example:
Company X is acquired by Company Y. As part of the business 
combination, $1,000 is attributed to a customer list. this amount is not 
deductible for tax purposes.

entries on initial recognition are:

Dr  Intangible  $1,000

Cr  DtL  $300

Cr Cash paid $700

Assuming the intangible is amortised over three years, entries in each of 
the three years are:

Dr  Amortisation expense  $333

Cr  Intangible (accumulated amortisation) $333

Dr  DtL  $100

Cr  tax expense  $100

revalued assets
A common error highlighted on tax reconciliation notes is the tax 
consequences of disposing of land and buildings or other property. this 
arises either through not accounting for the revaluation correctly, or not 
correctly calculating the tax base, taking into account indexation and 
property acquired under previous tax rules.

the basic principle to apply when generating deferred tax entries is that 
the tax entry follows the ‘revaluation’. In the case of revalued property, 
plant and equipment and available-for-sale financial assets (AFs), the 
corresponding tax entry is to the revaluation reserve, not to the income 
statement.

Example – Available-for-sale investments:
An available-for-sale investment is revalued by $1,000. Journal entry is:

Dr  AFs investment $1,000

Cr  AFs reserve  $1,000

Dr  AFs reserve $300

Cr  DtL $300

the same principle applies when accounting for compound financial 
instruments.

Example – Compound financial instruments:
A convertible note is issued for $1,000. the equity component is $100. 
Initial journal entries are:

Dr  Cash $1,000

Cr  Liability $900

Cr  equity $100

this journal entry mUst be tax effected to reflect the fact that the 
carrying value of the liability and its corresponding tax base is different.

Dr  equity  $30

Cr  DtL (($1,000-$900)*30 per cent) $30

In Year 1, assuming an effective interest charge of $33, the entries are:

Dr  Interest charge  $33

Cr  Liability   $33

Dr  DtL  $10

Cr  Income tax expense   $10

interest capitalised into a qualifying asset
similar errors occur when interest is being capitalised into a qualifying 
asset.

Example:
A qualifying asset is being constructed and costs excluding interest are 
$1,000 (all deductible for tax), plus $100 of capitalised interest.

the entries to capitalise the interest are:

Dr   Deferred tax expense (income statement) $30

Cr  DtL  $30

As the asset is amortised over ten years, entries in each year would be:

Dr  Amortisation charge  $110

Cr  Accumulated depreciation   $110

Dr  DtL  $3

Cr  Deferred tax expense (income statement)  $3

capital raising costs
AAsb 132 Financial Instruments: Presentation requires that costs directly 
associated with raising equity are offset against the equity raised. these 
costs are not usually deductable immediately but are instead deductible 
as ‘black hole’ expenses over five years.

provided the entity is profitable, a deferred tax asset (DtA) should be 
recognised and the corresponding entry goes against equity.

Example:
Company A raises equity and incurs $1,000 equity raising costs which are 
debited to equity in accordance with AAsb 132. the correct entries are as 
follows:

Dr equity $1,000

Cr Cash $1,000

Dr DtA $300

Cr equity $300

An additional $60 is deductible for tax purposes at the end of each year in 
the five year ‘black hole’ deduction period. the entries each year would be:

Dr Deferred tax expense (income statement) $60

Cr DtA $60

conclusion
before giving final clearance on your financial statements, it is worthwhile 
doing a sanity check on the tax reconciliation note. Items popping 
up other than non-deductibles could indicate some of the failings 
highlighted in this article, which means that you need to revisit your 
deferred tax calculations to ensure all deferred tax is appropriately 
recognised.




